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I.

Three-Member

Public

Introduction.

The purpose of this memorandum is to respond to your
memorandum, dated August 17,
2010,
requesting legal advice
regarding three-member public hearings.
Your memorandum states that you are considering, through a
memorandum or a proposal to amend the Rules of the Council,
establishment of procedures for the scheduling of three-member
public hearings.
II.

Questions posed.
Your memorandum poses the following two questions:
1.

Assuming a public hearing is capable of being held within
the same Council term in which it is requested (e.g., it
is not requested at the end of a term, without sufficient
time for notice to be published and the hearing to be
held), must it be held within that term?

2.

If a public hearing has been held in a previous term, may
three members of the Council nonetheless invoke a public
hearing in a subsequent term?

Your memorandum does not identify any particular pending
Council agenda item or request for a three-member public hearing;
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therefore, we assume that the questions are hypothetical at this
time, and are not posed in the context of an actual case or
controversy.
III. Analysis and discussion.

A.

A three-member public hearing need not be held within a
Council term so long as final adoption of the proposed
ordinance or resolution is not anticipated to occur by
the end of the Council term.

By memoranda dated December 17, 2001, February 13, 2003, and
August 20, 2007, the Department of the Corporation Counsel has
opined on a variety of questions and issues relating to Section 42(3), Revised Charter of the County of Maui (1983), as amended
("Charter"), which states:
Upon the request of three members of the council, a
public hearing shall be held on any proposed ordinance or
resolution.
Copies of these opinions are attached hereto as Exhibits "A",
"B", and "C"I respectively.
As discussed in our earlier opinions, Section 4-2(3) is silent
with regard to the timing of a three-member public hearing.
We
have opined, however, that the use of the word "proposed" in
Section 4-2(3), and the context of Section 4-2(3), which consists
of
a
series
of provisions
relating to
the
introduction,
consideration, and passage of bills and resolutions, suggest that
the public hearing was intended to occur, if at all, before final
Council approval of the ordinance or resolution. ' Accordingly, we
have opined that, where a Section 4-2(3) public hearing has been
requested by three members of the Council, the public hearing
should occur, if at all, sometime before second and final reading
of the proposed ordinance, or sometime before final adoption of the
proposed resolution.'

1 Memorandum
to Patrick S. Kawano, Council Chair (Dec. 17,
2001), at 3-4; memorandum to G. Riki Hokama, Council Chair (Aug.
20, 2007), at 2-3.

2 Memorandum to
Patrick S. Kawano, Council Chair (Dec. 17,
2001), at 3-4; memorandum to G. Riki Hokama, Council Chair (Aug.
20, 2007), at 2-3. Council resolutions proposing amendments to the
Charter require two readings on separate days, pursuant to Charter
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In our memorandum to G. Riki Hokama, Council Chair,
August 20, 2007, we responded to the following question:

dated

Does the Charter provision [i. e., Section 4 - 2 (3) 1 require
that the public hearing be held immediately after three
members have requested it?
In our memorandum, we opined that "Section 4 - 2 (3) of the
Charter does not require that the public hearing be held
'immediately' after three members have requested it; rather, ...
issues related to the date, time, and location of the public
hearing, availability of quorum, and any other logistical issues
related to the public hearing, are matters to be determined by the
council, its Chair and members. ,,3
Our earlier opinions, however, did not address the scenario,
posed in your August 17, 2010 memorandum, involving the transition
from one Council term to another. With regard to such transitions,
we note that Section 4-2(8) of the Charter states:
Bills and resolutions may be passed on first reading
by council members and passed on second reading by their
successors.
Section 4-2(8) is consistent with the general principle that
a municipal governing body such as a council "is generally
considered to be a continuous body regardless of changes in its
personnel, even though the terms of all of the members expire at
the same time", and that "proceedings that have been lawfully begun
by a preceding council can be prosecuted by succeeding councils
until completed and made effective. ,"
Therefore, we advise that, where three members of the Council
have requested a public hearing on a proposed ordinance or
resolution, the public hearing need not be held within that Council
term so long as final Council approval (i.e., second and final
reading in the case of a proposed ordinance; final adoption in the
case of a resolution) is not anticipated before the end of the

section 14-1(1).
3

Memorandum to G. Riki Hokama, Council Chair (Aug. 20, 2007),

4

McQuillin Mun. Corp.

at 3.
§

13.40

(yd

ed.).
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term.
In such circumstances, it would be permissible, in our
opinion, for the public hearing to be scheduled in the following
Council term before final Council approval of the proposed
ordinance or resolution, pursuant to Section 4-2(8).
B.

Section 4-2(3) of the Charter is satisfied by the
convenino of a public hearing, and the expiration of a
Council term does not vitiate such public hearing unless
the proposed ordinance or resolution is subsequently
revised so as to transform the ordinance or resolution
into a substantially new or different proposal.

In our memorandum to Patrick S. Kawano, Council Chair, dated
December 17, 2001, we responded to the following question:
If the Council holds a public hearing on a bill for an
ordinance, then to what extent can the bill be revised
without requiring the Council to hold another public
hearing at the request of three Council members?5
In the memorandum, we opined as follows:
[W]here the Council has held a public hearing on a bill
for an ordinance, Council may revise the bill without
holding another public hearing at the request of three
Council members so long as the revisions are not so
fundamental as to transform the original proposal into a
new proposal.
Although it could be argued that the requirement to
hold a public hearing at the request of three Council
members should take precedence whenever such a request is
made, we believe that such a conclusion is not supported
by the context and purpose of Charter Section 4-2.3 ... ,
[T]he requirement for a public hearing at the request of
three Council members originated at a time when the
proceedings of legislative bodies like the Council were
not subject to Sunshine Law safeguards, and there is no
indication in the records or reports of the early charter
commissions that the requirement was intended to do more
than provide for the possibility of a full airing and
discussion of the matters addressed in a bill. The fact
that Charter Section 4-2.3 refers to "a" public hearing
and not to public hearings supports this conclusion.
Moreover, a contrary conclusion would necessarily entail
the possibility that any three members of Council (i.e.,
Memorandum to Patrick S.
2001), at 6.

Kawano,

Council Chair

(Dec.

17,
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a number less than a majority) could, in effect, block
any bill by simply asserting multiple requests for public
hearings.
We do not believe that such a result was
intended by the framers of the Charter, and we find no
support for such an intent or conclusion.'
In our memorandum to Jo Anne Johnson, Council Member, dated
February 13, 2003, we responded to the following question:
Does Section
hearing?

4-2 (3)

allow

for

more

than

one

public

In that memorandum we opined that "where, pursuant to Charter
Section 4-2(3), three Council members request a public hearing,
Section 4-2(3) is satisfied by the convening of a (i.e., one)
public hearing. ,,7
Although our December 17, 2001, and February 13, 2003
memoranda did not specifically address the transition from one
Council term to another, we believe that the analyses and advice
given therein are pertinent to the question posed in your August
17, 2010 memorandum. Therefore, assuming that the Council holds a
three-member public hearing on a proposed ordinance or resolution,
the Council may take action on the proposed ordinance or resolution
in a subsequent term without holding another three-member public
hearing so long as the proposed ordinance or resolution has not
been revised after the public hearing so as to transform the
ordinance or resolution into a new proposal and invalidate the
public hearing.
This conclusion is supported by the principle, discussed
above, and reflected in Section 4-2(8) of the Charter, that the
Council is a continuous body, notwithstanding the expiration of
member terms and changes in membership, and that proceedings
lawfully begun by a preceding Council may be prosecuted by a
succeeding Council until completed.
S,\ALL\Advisory\BTM\3 member public hearing.memo.Sept 2010.wpd

CC:

Traci F. Villarosa,
First Deputy Corporation Counsel
Webpage

6

Id.

7 Memorandum
to Jo Anne Johnson,
2003), at 2.

Council Member

(Feb.

13,
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Patrick S. Kawano, Council Chair
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Brian T. Moto, Deputy Corporation Counsel
U'l'ICLJ: 4 01' Tn UVISZtI CB~. 01' Tn COON'l'Y 01'
~8 '1'0 A PtJM.%C DAJUNQ 1UI:QOZS'l'EI)
BY TUn M'"'IM 01' TIl CQtJJfCXL

StJB.:rJ:C'l' :

MIUn, AS I1'

I. Introduction.
The purpose of this memorandum is to respond to your
memoranda, dated December 12, 2001 and December 13, 2001, both
requesting legal advice regarding Section 4-2.3, Revised Charter of
the County of Maui (1983), as amended ("Charter"). In pa~ticular,
your December 12 memorandum sets forth five sets of questions
relating to Charter Section 4-2.3 and your December 13 memorandum
requests advice relating to Section 4-2.3 in the context of Council
consideration of the Molokai Community Plan.
In view of the urgency of your request, and so that we may
respond in a timely manner, we have combined the issues raised by
your memoranda. Set forth below is our discussion and analysis of
the subject matters raised.
J:I.

Analysi~.

A. Charter Section 4-2.3.
Charter Section 4-2.3 states:
3. Upon the request of three members of the
council, a public hearing shall be held on any
purposed [sic] ordinance or resolution.
Charter Section 4-2.3 occurs within a series of provisions
generally relating to the "Introduction, Consideration and Passage
01-02
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of Ordinances and Resolutions· by the Council.
It is the only
provision within Article 4 of the Charter that makes explicit
reference to the holding of a public hearing in connection with the
passage of an ordinance.
Section 4-2.3 has its origins in the very first Charter of the
county of Maui, which was adopted by the voters in the election of
1967.' The wording of the provision has remain unchanged over the
years. 2
The reports and minutes of the early charter commissions do
not reveal much with regard to the original intent or purpose of
the provision now numbered Charter Section 4-2.3. There is some
indication, however, that the holding of a public hearing upon the
request of three Council members was a chanqe from prior practice.'
What is most noteworthy about the provision is that it was
incorporated into the Charter long before the enactment of the
"Hawaii Sunshine Law· (i.e., Chapter 92, Hawaii Revised Statutes).
Among other things, this means that the provision was adopted at a
time when it was not consistent and required practice, as it is
now, to permit interested persons to present written or oral
testimony on any Council agenda item, including items relating to
'Counties were empowered to adopt charters under Act 73,
S.L.H. 1963. The first Charter Commission of the County of Maui
was appointed in 1963 and drafted a charter that was presented to
the voters of the County of Maui at the General Election of
November 3, 1964. The proposed charter was defeated. Thereafter,
in June, 1966, a second Charter Commission was appointed.
The
second Charter Commission drafted a charter that was approved by
the voters of the county of Maui at a Special General Election on
September 2, 1967.
'"Upon the request of three members of the council, a public
hearing shall be held on any proposed ordinance or resolution."
Charter of the County of Maui (1969), 54-2.4.
'"The provisions on ordinances and resolutions are technical
in nature and generally follow the procedure presently used in
adopting ordinances and resolutions. The changes proposed from the
present system are:
1. Upon the request of three members of the council, a public
hearing shall be held on any proposed ordinance or resolution."
Report of the Maui County Charter Commission, dated June 17, 1964,
p. 6.
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proposed ordinances and resolutions.' Since the enactment of the
Hawaii Sunshine Law, the practical distinction between a public
hearing and a regular meeting, in te~ of the public's ability to
participate through written or oral testimony, has been largely
eliminated.'

8.

Responses to specific Questions posed.

In light of the foregoing discussion, we answer the specific
questions posed in your memoranda as follows:

1.
propo.ed

COUDo~l member. requ•• t a publ~o hear~ng on a
an ordinanoe ~ore ~~.t r . .~ng, then may the
Counc~l pa•• the h~ll on ~~.t rea~g ~orehol~g a publ~o
hearing?"
"X~
h~ll

thr. .
~or

Inasmuch as Charter Section 4-2.3 is silent with regard to the
exact timing of a public hearing on a proposed ordinance, and in
view of the fact that an ordinance remains "proposed" until after
it has passed second reading, we are of the opinion that the
Council may pass a bill on first reading before holding the public

'See, e.g., Att'y Gen. Cp. No. 86-5 (responding to request for
an opinion from Goro Hokama, Chairman, County Council, as to
whether the Council was a "board" within the meaning of HRS Chapter
92 and whether an opportunity for interested persons to present
written or oral testimony must be afforded on agenda items if a
public hearing has already been held on the item) .

'HRS §92-41, however, imposes a distinct requirement with
regard to the publication of notices for a public hearing.
In
particular HRS §92-41 states:
Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, all governmental
agencies scheduling a public hearing shall give public
notice in the county affected by the proposed action, to
inform the public of the time, place, and subject matter
of the public hearing.
This requirement shall prevail
whether or not the governmental agency giving notice of
public hearing is specifically required by law, and shall
be in addition to other procedures required by law.
It is our understanding that it is the practice of the Office of
the County Clerk to comply with HRS §92-41 by publishing a notice
of public hearing at least six days prior to the public hearing.
01-02
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hearing.
In such circumstances, the public hearing
scheduled before passage of the bill on second reading.

would

be

2.
"I~ three Council ac=bar. reque.t a public hearing OD a
bill dter .ecoDd r.adiDg, but be~ore ezut.ct:meJlt o~ the ordill&Jlce
(by the Mayor'. approval, by the lap.e o~ tJ..e without a veto, or
by a veto override), then lIIU.t the Coun~l hold a public hearing?
I~ .0, and U
the Mayor vetee. the bill, _y the Council override
the veto without holding a public hearu9?"
We are of the opinion that Charter Section 4-2.3 operates only
with regard to bills that have not passed second and final reading
by Council, and that Charter Section 4-2.3 does not apply to bills
that Council has approved.
Al though it is arguable that an ordinance. remains in some
sense "proposed" until it has been finally enacted by the Mayor'S
approval, by the lapse of time without a veto, or by a veto
override, we do not believe such an expansive definition or
understanding of "proposed ordinance" is either warranted or
necessary for purposes of Charter Section 4-2.3.
In particular,
the context of Charter Section 4-2.3, and its placement within a
series of provisions generally relating to the introduction,
consideration, and passage of ordinances and resolutions, suggest
that the public hearing referenced therein was intended to occur,
if at all, before the Council approved the bill or resolution.
Further, there is nothing in the records or reports of the early
charter commissions that would suggest that Charter Section 4-2.3
was intended to apply to bills or resolutions already approved by
Council.
Moreover, those provisions of the Charter specifically
relating to the submission of bills to the Mayor do not
contemplate, or otherwise provide for, the possibility of a public
hearing on a bill which has already passed second reading and been
submitted to the Mayor for approval.3.
"I~ thr_ Council ~r. reque.t a public hearing on a
bil.l. that lIlU.t be enacted by a deadline (e.g., &!l annual budget
ordinance, or an appropriation ord; n&!lce required ~or a grant), &Ild
public hearing notice requir_nt. prevent the Council. ~rOlll hol.ding
the publ.ic hearing &!ld p ••• ing the bil.l. be~ore the deadline, then
is the Council. prohibited ~rOlll passing the bil.l be~ore the pub1ic
hearing?"

'See
Mayor. "

Charter

§4-3,

subtitled

"Submission of

Bills

to

the
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It is a general rule of charter construction or interpretation
that "all laws bearing on a subject must be read together, in
construing the charter .... and all parts of the charter will be
considered together to ascertain its true meaning."' Accordingly,
for purposes of analyzing the application of Charter Section 4-2.3
to bills that are subject to a deadline for enactment, one must
take into account the Charter proviSions or other law relevant to
the bill at issue.
Therefore, it is difficult to answer the
question posed above without specific reference to a particular
bill or context. Hypothetical and generalized fact situations do
not generally provide a sound basis for the rendering of a legal
opinion.
We take this opportunity to note, however, .that, in the case
of the annual bud?et ordinance, which is subject to a deadline for
Council approval, the Charter already provides for, and requires,
a public hearing by Council on the proposed budget and capital
program.' The Charter also specifically states that "[alfter the
public hearing, the council may pass the budget with or without
amendment. ",0 As discussed further below, we are of the opinion
that where a public hearing on a bill is already required by
C~arter or ordinance, and where such a public hearing has in fact
been held by Council, Charter Section 4-2.3 does not require
holding additional or multiple public hearings on the same bill,
provided that the bill which was the subject of the public hearing

'McQuillin Mun. Corp. 59.22 (3<" ed.J.
·Charter §9-5.2 requires that the Council pass the budget on
or before the thirty-first day of May preceding the ensuing fiscal
year.
'Charter §9-4 ("Notice and Hearing. A public hearing shall be
held by the council on the proposed budget and capital program no
sooner than the first day of April and no later than the thirtieth
day of April of the year of submission.
At this hearing all
persons interested shall have an opportunity to be heard. At least
two weeks before the hearing, the council shall publish in a
newspaper of general circulation in the county general summaries of
the budget and capital program and a notice setting out the time
and place for public hearing."J.
'OCharter §9-5.1.
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has not undergone subsequent amendment or alteration so fundamental
as to, in effect, transform the original bill into a new proposal. II

4.
"If the Council hold.8 a public heariD9 Oft a bill ~or Aft
ordinAftc., theft to what extent caD the bill be r ....i.ed without
r.quirinq the Council to hold Aftother public heariftq at the requ•• t
o~ thr. . Council . . .be~.?"
Consistent with our answer to quastion 3 avcve, we are of the
opinion that, where the Council has held a public hearing on a bill
for an ordinance, Council may revise the bill without holding
another public hearing at the request of three Council members so
long as the revisions are not so fundamental as to transform the
original proposal into a new proposal.
Although it could be argued that the requLrement to hold a
public hearing at the request of three Council members should take
precedence whenever such a request is made, we believe that such a
conclusion is not supported by the context and purpose of Charter
Section 4-2.3.
As discussed above, the requirement for a public
hearing at the request of three Council members originated at a
time when the proceedings of legislative bodies like the Council
were not subject to Sunshine Law safeguards, and there i:5 no
indication in the records or reports of the early cr.arter
commissions that: the requirement was intended to do more than
provide for the possibility of a full airing and discussion of the
matters addressed in a bill. The fact that Charter Section 4-2.3
refers to "an public hearing and not to public hearings supports
this conclusion. Moreover, a contrary conclusion would necessarily
entail the possibility that any three members of Council (i.e., a
number less than a majority) could, in effect, block any bill by
simply asserting multiple requests for public hearings.'2 We do not
believe that such a result was intended by the framers of the
Charter, and we find no support for such an intent or conclusion.
In connection with this question, we take this opportunity to
dddress more specifically those questions and issues raised by your
memorandum relating to Council consideration of the updated Molokai
Communi ty Plan.
In particular, your memorandum requested legal

"See Carlsmith y. CPB Properties. Inc., 64 Haw. 584, 645 P.2d
873 (1982).
"Charter Section 4-2.3 is, of course, irrelevant in those
circumstances where a majority of Council members vote to hold a
public hearing on a bill.
01-02
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advice on whether the Council must hold another public hearing on
the bill in its present form "if three Council members make the
appropriate request."
We note that, as referenced in your memorandum, the proposed
bill relating to the Molokai Community plan was the subject of a
public hearing held by the Council on March 8, 2001 on Molokai."
Based on the foregoing analysis and discussion, we are of the
opinion that the Council is llot required to hold another public
hearing on the bill, even if requested to do so by three Council
members.
In particular, we conclude that, even though the current bill
incorporates changes from the bill presented at the public hearing
on March 8, 2001, the changes are not so substantial as to render
meaningless the public hearing called in March to address the
original proposal.
As discussed in the Hawaii Supreme Court's opinion in
Carl smith y. CPB Propertiu. Inc., 64 Haw. 584, 645 P.2d 873
(1982), the obj ect of public hearings is to afford interested
persons an opportunity to make known their views and to inform the
Council of their opposition to, or approval of, the proposed
ordinance, and, where pertinent and relevant to the issue under
conSideration, to allow these persons to advocate or suggest
alternatives to the proposal advertised for public hearing." In
Carlsmith, the Supreme Court observed that "[i)mplicit in this ...
procedure, therefore, is the possibility that changes in the
original proposal might ensue as a result of the views expressed at
the hearings. Accordingly, such notice may not always be taken by
those to whom it is addressed to be an accurate forecast of the
ultimate action to be taken by the ... Council."'~
In the case of the Molokai Community Plan update, the pending
bill comprises an entire community plan region and addresses many
uses and policies affecting numerous parcels and neighborhoods. It
is our understanding that at issue before the Council, during the
long course of its deliberations on the Plan, was, among other
things, the general SUbject of open space designations. It is our
"MCC §2. 80A. 050.D requires the Council to hold a public
hearing on a proposed community plan before adopting the plan.
HCarlsmith y. CPB Properties. Inc., 64 Haw. 584, 591 (1982).
l5

I d. at 591.
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further understanding that, during the Council's deliberations on
the Molokai Community Plan, including the March 8, 2001 public
hearing, competing views regarding the appropriate designation and
use of lands were evident and raised by different members of the
public.
In these circumstances, therefore, it is reasonable to
conclude that the bill which was the subject of the public hearing
"could not have been anything more than a legislative vehicle by
which the ... issues involved could be fully aired and discussed
before the ... Council acted upon its final form"."
Having had
alternatives called to its attention, Council had the power to
accommodate its and the public's matters of concern."
Accordingly, we conclude that the changes made to the Molokai
Communi ty Plan bill are not so drastic a departure from the
proposal noticed for purposes of public hearing as to warrant the
invalidation of the public hearing of March 8, 2001.
5.
"Xf" a Councj.l. _etUt~ a~end& Utclude. a b:l.ll f"or an
ordl.nance, but not a publ.j.c bear~ reque.t, -:r a Councj.l memb1ar
verbally reque.t a publj.c bearj.n~ OD th. bj.l.l? Xf" ao, are other
Council _be,;-. probj.bj.ted f"rom d.i.cua.~ the reque.t at the
meetin~?
Xn order to requj.re a publj.c b.arUt~ on a bill, may a
Council member .end. a written reque.t to the other Councj.l IIICIIber.
rather than makin~ the reque.t "erbal.l.y or Ut wrj.tUt~ at a Counc:l.l
_etin~?"

We are of the opinion that, given the explicit reference in
Charter Section 4-2.3 to "members of the council" (emphasis added) ,
and in the absence of any Rules of Council to the contrary, a
request made pursuant to Charter Section 4-2.3 should be made at a
meeting of Council, either orally or in writing. Accordingly, we
do not believe that· written requests exchanged solely among
individual members of Council suffice for purposes of Charter
Section 4-2.3.
Although Section 92-7 (a), Hawaii Revised Statutes, requires
that government agencies and boards file agendas which list "all of
the items to be considered at the forthcoming meeting", we are not
aware of any opinion or case law that would prohibit the Council
from discussing a Section 4-2.3 request for public hearing made at
a meeting but not specifically included on the agenda.
We are
HId.
I-See

at 591-92.
CarUmith y.

CPB Properties.

Inc.,

64

Haw.

584,

592

(1982) .
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therefore of the opinion that so long as a bill has been otherwise
adequately identified on an agenda, the Council may discuss a
Section 4-2.3 request made during the course of deliberations on
the bill. We do not believe that the omission of the Section 4-2.3
request from the posted agenda would necessarily render the agenda
deceptively vague and ambiguous, or mislead the average reader of
the agenda. 18
Of course, to the extent that a Section 4-2.3 request for
public hearing can be reasonably anticipated, we advise that the
Council agenda include a disclosure to that effect.
It may be
advisable for the Council to consider and adopt a Rule of Council
relating to the submission of a Section 4-2.3 request for public
hearing.
Should you have any further questions or require additional
information, please feel free to contact us.
BTM:k
S'\ALL\BTH\COUNCIL\COUNSEA\3aan.pubb.arinv· .... ·wpd

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

ation Counsel

16Cf. Att'y Gen. Cp. No. 85-2 (opining that, under the Sunshine
Law, it is not sufficient to list broad categories of items on an
agenda, and that general phrases, such as "Unfinished Business" and
"New Business", do not comply with the Sunshine Law).
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all of the staff activities really supported this, so I really think the product that they
came out with in the end is very good. And I hope that we don't get challenged In
any courts because we've limited anything. I don't think we will, but I really believe
that all of the efforts were greatly appreciated. And the subcommittee, and Mr.
Hokama, Mr. Molina, and Mr. Carroll are to be applauded also for their efforts. Thank
you.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, thank you. Further discussion on this matter? Hearing
none, Members, all in favor say "aye"
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS ARAKAWA, CARROLL, HOKAMA,
JOHNSON, MOLINA, NISHIKI, TAVARES, AND ACTING
CHAIR KANE.

ACTING CHAIR KANE: Opposed?
NOES:

NONE.

EXCUSED: COUNCILMEMBER MATEO.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Carried. Thank you. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: For the record, that was BILL NO. 75.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you.
COMMITIEE REPORT
NO.
02-184

- LAND USE COMMITIEE:

Recommending that BILL NO. 76 (2002), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING TITLE 18, MAUl COUNTY CODE, PERTAINING TO PUBLIC REVIEW
OF AGRICULTURAL SUBDIVISIONS", be PASSED ON FIRST READING and be
ORDERED TO PRINT.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: At this time, Members, I'm going to be recognizing Councilmember
Carroll, Member Carroll and probably Councilmember Molina, because both
Members have submitted written requests for a formal public hearing on this matter.
And, at this point, I'm going to recognize you, Mr. Carroll, since I believe I, yours was
on my stack first that I saw, so I'm going to recognize you, Mr. Carron.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I provided you and the
Members with written notice dated December 5, 2002, that I'm requesting a public
hearing on a proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
TITLE 1B, MAUl COUNTY CODE, PERTAINING TO PUBLIC REVIEW OF
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AGRICULTURAL SUBDIVISIONS." And I have also seen a written request from
Councilmember Molina. I'm hoping that at least another member of this Council will
also request a public hearing on this matter because in accordance with
Sectlon 4-2(3) of the Charter, a public hearing must be held if at least three members
of the Council request one. Thank you.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, thank you. Councilrnember Molina, acknowledging your
written request also dated December 5.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chairman. You know, one of our
earlier testiflers today stated that we were hired or, I think the more appropriate word
to use is elected. We were all elected to represent the people and that is true, but I
think it should also be emphasized that we were elected to represent all the people,
you know. And, being that this ag bill issue is such a sensitive matter. I think the, this
is the most prudent thing that we can do is at least hold a public, public hearing at
wherever, whatever sites that are applicable. We need to respect aU opinions
whether for or against the proposal that has been made. And I think this is the only
prudent thing that we have. we should be doing, the opportunity for an evening public
hearing so everybody can come out and express their concems on this matter. So,
that is why, Mr. Chair, I've submitted this letter, along with my colleague Mr. Carroll.
and it is, too, also my hope another member can give their support to have this
matter heard via public hearing in the evening, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chair.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Member Molina. Councilmember Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: May I request a short recess, please.
ACTING CHAiR KANE: Okay, recess subject to the call of the Chair.
(The meeting was recessed by the Acting Chair at 3:15 p.m., and was reconvened at
3:17 p.m., with all members present except Councilmember Mateo. excused.)
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, reconvening. And, as stated prior to going into the recess.
the reason I'm recognizing these two members. for your information, for the public's
information, that two members have provided written request, although they're not
limited to the written request, and I only wanted to recognize them so they could pose
their point on making that request Now. Member Arakawa, during the recess. you
asked that the, if the Chairman is searching for a third vote. and the fact of the matter
is the Chair is only recognizing the two members who have made that request. And if
there is a third member. they have every opportunity to make that request, but I am
not searching for anybody. Councilmember Arakawa.
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman. You have two requests. The rules say
that If you have three requests, you can ask for, you can get a public hearing.
SINCE WE HAVE ONLY TWO REQUEST, AT THIS TIME, I WOULD
LIKE TO MAKE A MOTION TO APPROVE COMMITIEE
REPORT 02-184.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:
SECOND.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, it's been moved and seconded by Members Arakawa and
Nlshiki to adopt Committee Report 02-184. We are in discussion.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:. Mr. Chairman.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: You have the floor, Mr. Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:. In discussion prior to this, in public discussion, the ad hoc
committee chairman, Lynne Woods, made a request that we put two amendments on
the floor into this, into this bill.
I WOULD LIKE TO AMEND THE BILL TO INCLUDE THE REQUEST
OF THE AD HOC COMMITIEE, AND I PASSED OUT A COpy TO
THE ALL OF THE MEMBERS. AND FOR THE FIRST, I'LL DO THIS
SEPARATELY.
ON THE FIRST, I WOULD LIKE TO MOVE TO AMEND
SECTION 18.49.030, THE APPLICABILITY, B, NUMBER 2, TO
READ:
"SUBDIVISIONS DUE TO FEDERAL OR STATE
DESIGNATIONS AS CRITICAl HABITATS," AND ADD IN
"CONSERVATION
EASEMENTS
OR
AGRICULTURAL
EASEMENTS."
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
SECOND.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, it's been moved and seconded by Members Arakawa and
Johnson to amend the main motion which is, I guess, passed out on an undated
document, "LAND USE COMMITIEE REPORT 02-184", that you have before you.
And I believe it would be for the first one, Member Arakawa?
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yes, it's for the first one.
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ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you.
COUNCllMEMBER ARAKAWA: And I just passed this out.
ACTING CHAIR KANE:
amendment.

Okay, thank you.

COUNCllMEMBER ARAKAWA:
Mr. Chairman. On.

It's accepted.

You have the floor for the

I've, I've made thl'l motion and it's been seconded,

ACTING CHAIR KANE: That's correct.
COUNCllMEMBER ARAKAWA: On this, on this particular issue, I'm making the motion to
be able to incorporate the recommendations from the ad hoc committee into the bill.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Further discussion? Member Tavares.
COUNCllMEMBER TAVARES: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I saw what the, the amendment was.
Unfortunately, I left it in my offICe. But, at one time, In an ear1ler discussion with
Mr. Carroll, I had wanted to know what is the definition of the conservation and
agricultural easements. And I believe before we adopt an amendment like this, we
should know what we're talking about exactly.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay.
COUNCllMEMBER TAVARES: So, my question is, what is a "conservation easement" and
what is an "agricultural easement"?
ACTING CHAIR KANE: As the maker of the amendment, Member Arakawa, are you able to
provide us with that?
COUNCllMEMBER ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman, at this time, I would like to call down lynne
Woods, who is the representative on the ad hoc committee, or Mr. Carroll to explain
what these amendments would mean.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, Members, are there any objections to calling forward the
representative for the ad hoc committee member, lynne Woods?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.

ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, thank you. Ms. Woods.
MS. lYNNE WOODS: Mr. Chair.
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Ms. Woods, if you can respond to Member Tavares' question.

COUNCllMEMBER TAVARES: I wanted to know if, if the, what was the definition that was
going to be used for "agricultural easement" and "conservation easement."
MS. WOODS: I'm sorry. We used, we were sticking with the descriptions that were alreedy
used, so I wouldn't be able to, at this point, 'cause I don't have it in front of me,
describe that to you. This definition is-I, I don't have it with me, so I couldn't answer
that. Perhaps Councilman Carroll could help.
COUNCllMEMBER TAVARES: Okay, thank you.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Council member Carroll.
COUNCllMEMBER CARROll: Thank you, Chair. When we first did this, we assumed that
the definition was written down and that we could find it. However, when I had our
seventh floor staff try to define this resolution, it seems it's one of those things that
everybody knows about, but we could not find a clear definition. And that is what
we're working on right now, and that is one of the reasons that I proposed to have
this go out to public hearing again because I like the bill, but there are just too many
questions, and this is one of them. And until we can find the definition and be able to
put It in writing, I don't think it's appropriate to continue. And, remember, this is the
Committee that I chaired aiong with lynne Woods, and I don't think it's appropriate
because we do not have the definition at this time.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, thank you. Are there any questions for Ms. Woods so she
doesn't have to stand up here and-okay, no further question. For Ms. Woods, a
question for Ms. Woods?
COUNCllMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yes. Thank you. lynne, when the Committee met and
you guys were discussing this agricultural easements, what was the discussion about
for agricultural easements? Was this, how did you come up with agricultural
easement?
MS. WOODS: Councilman, the, the, the major discussion, at this point, was over the critical
habitat as Ulupalakua Ranch, right now, is dealing with Federal regulations on critical
habitats. And it is my understanding that they are forced to subdivide off a piece of
land as dictated by the Federal govemment. The conversation was not with regard to
the conservation easement.
COUNCllMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay, because in what was presented, the change, the
critical habitat is already in there. The, the change was conservation easements,
agricultural easements. If I remember correctly what was being said by Mr. Erdman,
what it was, was the conservation and agricultural easements were easements that
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had to be given in order to create the critical habitats, so that they would not have to
go through a subdivision process to actually, they would, they would not have to be
formally subdivided; and that these easements would then allow an easier application
of critical habitats to existing properties.
MS. WOODS: I, I would defer to your knowledge.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. In.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: We're, we're, we're trying, okay, before we go any further, we're
trying to, trying to get definitions for "conservation easements" and "agricultural
easements," which Is specifically the amendment on the floor. So, unless we're not
there, then I would ask you to not go outside of what we have on the floor as an
amendment to the main motion. And if we don't have that information, then we don't
have it. So, Member Arakawa, again, I'm just providing some guidance here that we
do have a motion on the floor. It Is your motion to discuss the conservation
easement and agricultural easement addition to this particular bill. And, at this time,
Member Carroll and Ms. Woods do not have any type of definition to be providedCOUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: And, again, Mr. Chair.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: -provided for us.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: What I'm trying to do is I'm trying to incorporate their, their
suggestions that were made by the committee, by Miss Woods, earlier into this bill. If
they, if they are not comfortable with what was recommended by them, then I would
be glad to withdraw that motion, then I will move on to the second motion.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Oh, hang on, hang on. The motion is not yours to withdraw yet
It's already in the, it's in the, the body's hands now, not your hands. So, hang on,
hang on. Any further questions for Ms. Woods before we proceed with this
discussion? Hearing none, Ms. Woods, thank you.
MS. WOODS: Thank you.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you for your coming forward. Okay, in light of the response,
Mr. Arakawa is requesting that he withdraw this amended motion. Are there any
objections to the withdrawal? Member Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, I object to the withdrawal. Just because we don't
have the definitions today doesn't mean we can't go forward with this. But I believe
that Mr. Raatz has been working on researching the definitions of it. And I know a
memo was sent to Mr. Carroll. I don't know if Mr. Carroll wants to share what's in that
memo so far, as far as the result of Mr. Raatz's work. But I feel confident that if we
were to accept this today, that by the time we got to second reading, we could have
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the definitions clearly define-could have the definitions written out for us to all look
at. and that we could adopt those definitions as part of the, part of the bill.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: And I would be comfortable with that.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay. So, we have a motion on the floor. Members, since this
was passed out while we were discussing, would you folks like to call a recess so
that you can review this document, which is about a page long, and you can read
through it so we don't have to be losing our focus on either the discussion or reading
at the same time? Okay, hearing no objections, the Chair is going to call a recess
and we'll, I'm sure you can read this page by three-thirty, so 1'1 call it till three-thirty.
Recess.
(The meeting was recessed by the Acting Chair at 3:27 p.m., and was reconvened at
3:34 p.m., with all members present except Councilmember Mateo, excused.)
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Let's reconvene the meeting. And before we went into the recess,
I'm just trying to acknowledge who had the floor. Was it you, Member Arakawa, who
had the floor?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Tavares.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: It was Member Tavares. So let me recognize Member Tavares.
believe you had the floor, Member Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I forget if I had the floor or not. Yeah, I, I'll just reiterate. I
think we can move forward with this amendment. And between now and second and
final reading, or whatever, that we can come up with the definitions basad on some of
the preliminary things that Mr. Raatz, I guess, has been researching this. And if there
is not a definition that exist, that we are within our rights to make a definition or to
create a definition that fits our purposes as it relates to this particular bill.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, Member Arakawa, followed by Member Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yes, Mr. Chairman. Actually, during the interim, DeGray
Vanderbilt who was also a member of the committee, we had a discussion, and I
would like to ask him, if the Committee will permit to have him come down and
explain what the discussion was on this particular issue. I also had discussion with
our Corporation Counsel, and we can get a legal definition of what the "agricultural
easement" is from Brian Mota. So, we can come pretty close to a definition, I think,
between that. So, if you will permit, perhaps we can clarify some of thisACTING CHAIR KANE: Well, we'll, be.
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --by having Mr. Moto define with "agricultural easement"
is.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Be, before we go any further, Member Arakawa, and, and, please, I
will recognize that request. However, because Member Nishikrs staff, during the
previous portion of discussion, passed out this document, perhaps Member Nishiki
would like to make some comment as, since it's your staff who dis-distributed this,
do you feel that, in your opinion as the member who had this distributed to the body,
is this adequate for what the body can consider a definition of agricultural and
conservation easements? And your staff just stated for you what you should say,
but.
COUNCllMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you. Mr. Carroll was given this document. I think that
most of us that looked at what Mr. Raatz had done so far would agree that we're in
the right direction. I don't know if that would be the entire explanation on exactly
what the easement description should be, but it is something that was done by our
legal staff and passed on to Mr. Carroll's office. So, I wanted to share it with the rest
of the Councilmembers.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay. And with that being said, as the maker, Member Arakawa,
because you have a copy of this, and as the maker of that amendment, is what is on
this document sufficient for you? Or do you prefer to get additional-and, again, that's
following up with your question, so I'm just verifying that you'd prefer to have
additional information to, to SUbstantiate your request for the amendment.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman. I'm comfortable with what one, two and
three has, is, is here, that was sent to us by David Raatz. However, in an effort to try
and clarify even further what the discussion was, perhaps if we can have DeGray
Vanderbilt who was a member of this committee also and was explaining to me what
the, the ex, what the discussion was, if we would allow him to come up and explain
what the Committee discussion was, so it could be a lot fresher.
ACTiNG CHAIR KANE: Okay, so.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Again, I'm trying to get, I'm trying to get to the intent of the
Committee because I'm trying to honor the Committee's request to put these words
in.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, so you made two requests: one for Mr. Vanderbilt, and one
for Mr. Moto.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yes.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Can we have Mr. Moto answer first?
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Either one is fine by me.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay. Mr. Moto.
FIRST DEPUTY CORPORATION COUNSEL: Mr. Chairman. Regarding the definition of
"agricultural easement: let me begin by saying that I can, what I'm about to say is
basically a kind of law school definition because I did not draft the bill, so I, I can't
speak for the, for the drafter. But, to my mind, the, first of all, let, let me parse the
term "agricultural easement."
What is an easement?
An easement is a
non possessory interest in real property. So, let, let's break that down. First of all, it
is an interest in real property. It's not a mere contract right, it's not a personal
property right. It's an interest in real property. It's non possessory in the sense that
even though, for example, Mister, well, I'm going to use some name. If, Mister, if Mr.
Molina were the holder of the easement, it's nonpossessory in the sense that the
property is typically in possession of someone else, and that other person is either
going to usually be the owner of the property, the person who has the fee interest, or
the lessee of the property If there is a leasehold interest, so it's non possessory in that
sense. Easements can take many different forms, many different types. For
example, one type of easement that the Council is familiar with is are access
easements. Those are easements that give specified parties or, in, in some cases, it
can be the general public, right to use or access property for a purpose. Therefore,
an agricultural easement would, to my mind, be an easement, a nonpossesory
interest in real property that gives a certain group of people or specified person the
right to conduct farming activities, activity or activities, upon that property. And it may
be for, and, and, typically, the easement would specify the, the type, and nature, and
scale of the activities that are permitted, the timing and the term of the easement, et
cetera.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Member Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: For your second request, Mr. Vanderbilt.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Oh, at this time, what I'd prefer to do is, Bob Carroll who is
the chair of the subcommittee, would like to explain positions. And what I would like
to do is defer to Council member Carroll.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Member Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. The concem, of course, that I had was
the definition, and that was brought to me by several people. However, because of
the discussion over here, it seems that there would be time before this ever came up,
when it ever does before second and final reading, to have a definition. And I think,
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in the end, the County is going to have to make our definition. But, as was said
earlier, that because of the Federal statutes in these areas, that's why we need this
and this is what came out of the subcommittee. Items one, two, and three seem to
be a very good representation of what did come from the subcommittee. And if the
other Members do not have a problem with not having our definition at this time, then
I can support this. I still would feel better if I had more time to take this back to the
Committee and get the definition before it went to the Council. But if the other
Members are comfortable with not having the definition at this time, and I'll gr'___ move
on down. I can support one, two, and three. Thank you.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Member Carroll. Further discussion? Councilmember
Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I just had a, a question for Councilmember Carroll also,
that I know the holidays are coming up. But inasmuch as the definitions would be
drafted, will there be sufficient time for the ad hoc committee to at least be able to
review those definitions and make sure that they're satisfactory?
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Councilmember Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. I am going to make every effort to have
the ad hoc committee meet as soon as possible. If I can do it, I hope to meet with
them next week. I'm going to try to see if we can get us together.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, thank you. Further discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: We are on the amendment.
Members, all in favor of the amendment say "aye."
AYES:

Hearing no further discussion,

COUNCILMEMBERS ARAKAWA, CARROLL, HOKAMA,
JOHNSON, MOLINA, NISHIKI, TAVARES, AND ACTING
CHAIR KANE.

ACTING CHAIR KANE: Opposed?
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO.

ACTiNG CHAIR KANE: Okay, let the record show it passes. We are back to the main
motion as amended. Council member Carroll, ah, Member Arakawa, excuse me.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I MOVE TO AMEND SECTION 18.49.030, APPLICABILITY B, TO
ADD SECTION 7, WHICH WOULD READ:
"SUBDIVISIONS
CREATED FOR AGRICULTURAL LEASES AS PROVIDED
PURSUANT TO 19.30A.080, AGRICULTURAL LEASES."
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
SECOND.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: It's been moved and seconded by Members Arakawa and Johnson
to approve the number two, which is stated on the memorandum that was passed out
by Member Arakawa. We are in discussion. Member Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: And, again, Mr. Chairman, what I'm trying to do Is I'm
trying to incorporate the request from the ad hoc committee into this bill, and this is
an area that was requested to be put In to cover agricultural leases.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Further discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chair.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Council member Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: And just so people know what we're talking about as what
is described in Chapter 19.30A.080, Agricultural leases, provides that: "Any
landowner may enter into an agricultural lease provided that the following conditions
are met 1) The principal use of the leased land is agricultural; and 2) No permanent
or temporary dwellings or farm dwellings, including trailers and campers, are
constructed on the leased area." So, "This restridion shall not prohibit the
construction of storage sheds, equipment sheds or other strudures appropriate to
agricultural activities carried on within the lot." So, just so we know what we're, we're
talking about, there's a reference to this sedion in the amendment, and I think that
this makes it clear that it is a, an agricultural lease is used for agricultural activities
only. There is no dwellings involved in it. Thank you.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Further discussion? Okay, hearing none, Members, all
in favor say "aye."
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS ARAKAWA, CARROLL, HOKAMA,
JOHNSON, MOLINA, NISHIKI, TAVARES, AND ACTING
CHAIR KANE.

ACTING CHAIR KANE: Opposed?
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NOES:

NONE.

EXCUSED: COUNCILMEMBER MATEO.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, let the record show it's unanimous. We're back to the main
motion as amended. Council member Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I would like to add a third
amendment to clarify the review process.
I WOULD LIKE TO AMEND SECTION 18.49.0400 TO READ AS
FOLLOWS-AND YOU HAVE A COpy OF IT IN FRONT OF YOU
BECAUSE IT'S FAIRLY LONG-JUST READ IT: "THE COUNCIL
SHALL CONDUCT A PUBLIC HEARING ON AN APPLICATION
FOR AN
AGRICULTURAl SUBDIVISION UNLESS THE
SUBDIVISION EXEMPTED IN SECTION 18.49.030. THE PUBLIC
HEARING SHALL BE NOTICED IN A NEWSPAPER OF GENERAl
CIRCULATION TWO WEEKS PRIOR TO THE HEARING. AFTER
THE PUBLIC HEARING, THE COUNCIL SHALL TRANSMIT TO
THE
DIRECTOR
OF
PUBLIC
WORKS
AND
WASTE
MANAGEMENT ITS: COMMIT, ITS ·COMMENTS ON THE
APPLICATIONS BY RESOLUTION AND THE MINUTES OF THE
HEARING WITHIN ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY DAYS OF RECEIVING
THE
APPLICANT
[SIC]
PURSUANT
TO
SUBSECTION
18.49.040(BX1); PROVIDED THAT, IF THE COUNCIL DOES NOT
TRANSMIT ITS: COM, ITS "COMMENTS BY RESOLUTION AND
MINUTES OF THE MEETING WITHIN ONE HUNDRED AND
EIGHTY DAYS, THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS AND WASTE
MANAGEMENT MAY ACT ON THE SUBDIVISION APPLICATION;
AND FURTHER PROVIDED THAT THE REVIEW PERIOD
SPECIFIED IN SUBSECTION 18.08.100(AX2) SHALL BE
SUSPENDED DURING THE", THE ·PENDENCY OF THE
COUNCIL'S REVIEW PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION."
Now, this was a correction to what was put in from Councilmember Nishiki's office
because the language needed to be changed and it hadn't been changed
adequately. SoCOUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
SECOND.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: -that's the purpose of this.
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ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay. So, it's been moved and seconded to amend Section 0 of
Section 18.49.040, and we will be recognizing the-and I'm sorry, Member Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I, I just have one technical point. If Councilmember
Arakawa consider reflecting the new title in Director of Public Works and I think it's
Environmental Management.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: And Environmental Management.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So, just, jus1 a technical thing.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay. And we can incorporate that asCOUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: -as needed.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And, and it's referred in two different places.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay. So, let me finished reading them, the motion as it's been
proposed. Again, noted on the document that has been passed out by Member
Arakawa, recognizing the underscore as well as the, the striked, stricken areas of, of
that document under letter "0."
Okay, motion's been accepted to amend.
Council member Arakawa, we're under discussion.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Just, just under discussion, Mr. Chairman. While this
memo does, or this amendments does say one hundred and eighty days, the Chair
would not be adverse to changing that one hundred eighty days to what
Councilmember Carroll was recommending, which is ninety days. So, If there, If the,
if there is amendment to this amendment to change it to ninety days, I, I would be
willing to go along with that.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, we have a.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: But this is what was given to me.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay. Member Carroll, I think that's recognizing your County
Communication 02-241 and its content.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Yes, Chair.
I WOULD LIKE TO AMEND THE MOTION TO CHANGE THAT TO
NINETY DAYS.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:
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SECOND.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, before we recognize Mr. Nishiki's second, would you like to
finish with what you were saying?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: No. Since Mr. Nishlki said "second; that's fine.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay. Can you, can you locate that for us on the document so we
allCOUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Yes.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: --can be on the same place, please.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: There are two sections.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: That is toward the end over here. It's the fourth line uP.
"and minutes of the meeting with [sic] one hundred and eighty days" changed to
"ninety."
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: There's two sections-two sections.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Yeah, and.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Three more lines up-three more lines up.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Three more lines up.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Okay. We have the two?
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Three lines further-one, six lines from the bottom. the one
hundred and eighty days to ...
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay. Members. there's a motion on the floor to amend the
amendment to delete or bracket out "one hundred and eighty days" on the fourth line
from the bottom, fourth line from the bottom up, and the seventh line from the bottom
going up to those areas have "one hundred eighty days·, and we're going to be
changing. changing that with "ninety days." Okay, that's the motion on the floor as an
amendment to the amendment; and that's, it's been seconded by Member Nishiki.
We're in discussion. Member Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: I think this is appropriate action. I think ninety days is a
responsible amount of time and, more than that, I think it's really detrimental to the
.
whole, the whole ordinance. Thank you.
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ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, thank you. Further discussion? Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I, I just had only one question, and I know that when we
go into budget, sometimes that, it basically is a nlnety-day period. So, I'm not, I'm not
exactly certain how that could be accommodated during that period of time. And I
would just ask for any comments of the other Members. If there is ways that this can
be managed, wonderful. But I, I, I don't want to be, you know. constrained during the
budget cycle if we did have to act quickly on something.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay. And just for the Members' recollection, we had a lot of
debate on this area during the Committee meeting, and it was specifically because
primarily of the budget session and because this bill, as written, does not exempt us
from a time period during the budget session, which everything else shuts down
except for time-things of urgency like lawsuits and what not. So, this is, I think this
amendment would take us back to that issue that we were discussing back then, and
we were going around and around on. Okay, so, just so you know the reason why
we didn't have ninety days was because budget takes up ten weeks of our time,
which is forty-five days. So, now, we would be-excuse me, seventy-fIVe days.
Excuse me. Member Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Well, I think if we act on this, this will be the urgency,
another thing that will be of urgent nature and we will just have to make it in our
schedule. That's it.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I mean, just so long as everybody is aware, as we
discussed before in Committee, that it works for all the other parts of the year except
for this part. So, as long as we're aware of it and that we will be required then to
have meetings, or breaks from our regular meeting or meetings in addition to our
budget meetings, to accommodate these re-these application requests.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay. Further discussion? Councilmember Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I wonder if the maker of the motion would consider making
some type of or allowing some type of an exemption where if during the, some
wording to the effect that if such applications were transmitted during the budget
cycle, there would be an additional time allotted. In other words, even if it's thirty
days, I, I know one of the testlfiers had, had, had suggested a compromise of a
hundred and twenty days. But just to give that additional time during that budget
cycle.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay. We are at, just from a technical or procedural standpoint,
we are the end of our amendments to the amendments. We can't go any further than
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that. So, the Chair's recommendation, if you want to make further changes, that we
withdraw this ninety day request and incorporate, or we can just friendly amendment
and incorporate everything in the amendment to the amendment, including ninety
days. But. anyway, that's the Chair'S recommendation. Member Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman. I can support the ninety days for a number
of reasons. If.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: 'Cause you not going be here.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: That's one of the reasons.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: I'm sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: I hadn't thought about that one, but that's a good one.
But, in, inACTING CHAIR KANE: I'm sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: -actuality, if, if something were to come in on the first day
of budget. then you'd have the, the ninety day running. But, in actuality, there are
time windows within the budget session I think we could schedule the hearings. So,
the, the worst-case scenario being something came in at the beginning, which is
when you have the biggest windows, you'd be able to schedule it. And toward the
end when you don't have a, a lot of windows, then you have more time after the
budget session. So, I think ninety days will be sufficient.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, thank you. Councllmember Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. I also think because ninety days in our
actual budget period usually ends a little bit eartier than seventy-fIVe days, but even if
something came in on the first day, we could stU! schedule it toward the end of the
budget. And, of course, the only person it should be hard on would be the applicant.
But it's still better than penalizing everybody the entire year, making them walt a
hundred and eighty days or a hundred twenty days. It will be only those people that
put in during the budget period that would have to wait till we got through the budget
period to be heard. So, I stUl think the ninety days is appropriate. If a real
emergency, something that really had to be done-and I doubt if anything would have
that much urgency when we are doing the budget-I'm sure that we could work with
the Budget Chair and the Council to hear maybe the one or two things that might
have to be heard because of time, time constraints. But it's very doubtful that. that
would happen. So, I will. I would hope the other Members would continue to support
the ninety days.

-,
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ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you for your comments. Any further comments on
this amendment to the amendment inserting ninety days and striking one hundred
and eighty days in two portions? Hearing none, Members, all in favor of the motion
say "aye."
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS ARAKAWA, CARROLL, HOKAMA,
JOHNSON, MOLINA, NISHIKI, AND TAVARES.

ACTING CHAIR KANE: Opposed? The Chair votes "no"
NOES: ACTING CHAIR KANE.
EXCUSED: COUNCILMEMBER MATEO.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, so we have two, four, six, seven "ayes", one "no" Okay, the
motion passes. We're back to the amended motion as amended. Member Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: It's fine the way we discussed It.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay. Are there any-is there any further discussion on the
amendment as amended to the main motion? Councilmember Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So what we have now, Mr. Chair, is a revised bill for an
ordinance with three revisions.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: At this point, we have already approved the first one, second one,
and we are at the, as amended with the ninety day, and we are-that is the
amendment. So, If, whatever happens.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So, this is a, so, what's on the floor at this time is.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: So, if this passes, as amended, we will back to the main motion
with all of these items incorporated into the biU.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, further discussion? Hearing none, Members, all in favor of
the motion, as amended, say "aye"
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS ARAKAWA, CARROLL, HOKAMA,
JOHNSON, MOLINA, NISHIKI, AND TAVARES.

ACTING CHAIR KANE: Opposed? Okay, the Chair votes "no."
NOES: ACTING CHAIR KANE.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO.

ACTING CHAIR KANE: I know what it's like to sit in one budget meeting and then have to
do something with those boxes, so, no. Seven-one, we're back to the main, we're
back to the main motion, Members.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: As amended.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: As amended. Thank you very much, Member Tavares. And I will
recognize the Committee Chair before anybody else for comment.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much. This bill has gone
through a lot of discussion to get it to the point where it is right now. And, basically,
what we're trying to do is we're trying to be sure that the public is allowed to have a
review or be able to see what is happening within our communities. So, a public
hearing allows the Council, and our public hearings are televised, so, Countywide,
we'd be able to see what's happening in these ag subdivisions. The intent is not to
make it more onerous or to make it more difficult. The changing back or leaving it
back so that the Public Works Director still has the ability to make the final decision is
still there. None of that was changed. And I believe that getting it to this point where
it is and allowing public review is very important. There have been too many times
where we've had major projects happening within our community, and people have
asked, you know, 'What's going on? What's happening?" There are several projects
that are going on right now whereby even though our laws prohibit the sale of the
property or the, the commitments of property before final approvals, this is already
happening. And people in the community don't know what's going on, and they're
asking. 'Well, how is this thing happening?". because they're hearing about it. This
allows the public to be able to have an idea of what's happening within our
community. And, indeed. one of the directions that I'm going to be working toward Is
every application that comes in. we're going to try and put it on the Internet and we're
trying to go make it more open to the public so that they can see what's happening
within, within this area of land use. So. that's one of the directions that we're going to
be trying to work on as we go into a new Administration. because there's been too
many times that. you know, I've gone through and I've not seen what the projects are.
and all of a sudden. you're seeing them happen. And the same is going to be, can be
said about a lot of our projects that we work within the community even within Public
Works. like road projects or construction projects. You know, the community.
everybody lives here, and the community needs to be aware of what's happening
within the community. And the privilege of being allowed to know what's going on. I
think is very critical for us to be able to live together. So. this is another step to try
and make the public aware or allow the publiC to be aware of what is happening. And
I do not look at this as being overburdensome. In the past, it has not been done. A
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lot of things have occurred. All of a sudden, you're seeing whole subdivisions come
up on the mountains. For many years, you know, going over to Haiku area, there
were whole projects that came up. We didn't know what they were. They came
under the State rul~s. They were approved at the State level. All of a sudden, we
have huge communities coming up there. Over on the West Maui Mountains, you
know, over by Boy Scout Camp out there, we've got whole projects happening on the
hillside. We watched those for years not knowing what was happening, not knowing
what was the legal, what would happen legally. And those kinds of things have been
occurring on a continuous basis within our community. And I think the community is
entitled to know what the major changes are within their community. So, this will
allow us to go further into allowing the community to have an ability to know what Is,
what's happening. Now, this is not intended to be the changes to the ag subdivision
bill in and of the ag subdivision bill itself, hence the ad hoc committee was formed to
go and review the ag subdivision bill and to be able to look at all the other
components that are necessary; and that ad hoc committee has a very important
task. And that, all those suggestions, when they're brought in, needs to be discussed
in detail in Committee so that we can try and make some of the, the changes. One of
those changes that needs to come up immediately, or pretty close to immediately, is
how we're going to define large lot residential versus true agriculture, as we've heard
the discussion today. But that's not what the intent of this particular bill Is. This
particular bill is, the intent is to try and get a public review process in place.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, thank you. Further discussion? Member Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman. I am going to, with all these amendments that
we now have on this bill, support the request for a public hearing by this Council.
And I would request that we take this out to the specific agricultural regions that we
believe may be seriously impacted by such legislation.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay. Members, we have received three. At this time, the Chair is
going to call a recess to confer with staff. I believe, initially, that we can move
forward and vote on this matter, but I'm going to take a recess and just confer just to
make sure that we're not violating any type of moves. And I don't think we will be, but
the motion's on the floor, it's as amended, and we can put a vote to this, but I'm going
to call the recess. And we haven't taken a recess in an hour and forty-five minutes,
so I'm going to call a recess and reconvene at, let's say four-fifteen. Recess.
(The meeting was recessed by the Acting Chair at 4:02 p.m., and was reconvened at
4: 15 p.m., with all members present except Councilmember Mateo, excused.)
ACTING CHAIR KANE:
Okay, let's reconvene.
This is the Council meeting for
December 6. Members, two comments from the Chair. The first comment has to do
with the request for the public hearing on the three. The Chair does intend to move
forward with calling for the vote on what we have on the floor as a motion as
amended, the main motion as amended. And just for, for your understanding, that if
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this motion does pass for first reading and is ordered to print, the public hearing
process must be completed prior to second and final reading, okay, Now, if this
public hearing was not called, as an example, hypothetically, then this bill would most
likely be heard on December 17. In all likelihood based on the request of going to
the various agricultural communities, it will not be heard on December 17, because
there's no way logistically that we could schedule all the public hearings in the
various communities, and on top of that, get it back in time for second and final
reading on the .17th. So, in all likelihood, second and final reading will take place
next year, or next term in this case. Okay. So, that's, during the recess, that was
what we concluded based on what's, you know, what's occurring. And that is
anticipating if this motion does pass as amended, and we all know what happens if it
doesn't, so we'll go from there. Are there any final comments on the main motion as
amended to this particular bill? Council member Tavares.
COUNCllMEMBER TAVARES: Yes, thank you, Mr. Chair. I think that working on this
agricultural subdivision standards bill is one thing. The real work needs to go on in
the agricultural zoning bill, which is a whole different title in our Code. The ad hoc
committee was set up to work on that agricultural zoning bill; but, because of the
pressing issue with this agricultural subdivision standards bill, they offered some
amendments to it. I believe, Mr. Chair, that next term, that the same sort of
committee with members that are on this ad hoc committee and perhaps other
members to join them, we should set up another committee. But, this time, I would
like to see it set up as either an investigative committee of the Councilor a
subcommittee of the CouncU. We need to address the issues of the agricultural
zoning bill. Whatever improvements we need to make, I think we heard lots of
instances where we need to do some changes in that bill, and I believe that Mae
Nakahata who was a member of the ad hoc committee really hit the nail on the head
when she talked about reclassification of lands in Maui County, and I think we need
to do that. I don't think we can wait for the State to do that. I think we're going to
have to take the bull by the homs and do that. We also need to change our rural bill
so that we allow for rural lots that are bigger than one acre. So, if we've got to go
two, fIVe, ten, ten-plus, whatever we want to call it, but I think there has to be a way
that people can avail themselves to the type of lifestyle they would like without being
cramped and controlled by the land classifications that are, that were made, you
know, forty years ago or fifty years ago. We can do this. This is something doable.
And I hope that this Council will focus on that issue. The reason why people try to go
through the ag subdivisions is because it's the easiest way. And, if truly you're not
going to be doing agricultural, you should be dOing a change in zoning to Residential
or Rural 1, but if you got a Rural 2, I don't know if you can do a Rural 1 and a Rural 2,
in a two-acre parcel. You know, maybe you can. But. you know, those are the things
we should look at. The, the people are being, you know, I mean they work the
system. You use the system that's in place. And if our system is not meeting the
needs of our community, then we've got to take a look at that system and change,
and change it accordingly and, and in the way that we want growth to occur. I mean,
there are places that are, that are agriculturally zoned that unless you put everything
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up on stilts and had a flatbed and did hydroponics, you wouldn't be able to do much
agriculture. So, we need to look at those kinds of lands and, and, let's look at classreclassifying some of our lands so that we can afford people those opportunities that
they wish, and they're not going to be at same tax rate as ago And that's the other
part of it is as we look at our classification system for taxation through some of the
work that Mr. Hokama started, we need to, to look at that in light of what we're going
to do with land uses. So, I think we have a lot of work ahead of us in the next term. I
think that we can address this particular problem now. But if we truly want to address
the problem, we've got to focus on the rural bill, on our tax system, and on the
agricultural zoning bill. Thank you.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Further discussion?
amended. Councilmember Nishiki.

This is the main motion as

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. I, I, I, I need to ask the question. When the public
hearing was called for by three members, what was going to be where the hearing
was going to be held? And it seems to me like there were going to be more than one
public hearing. So, I was curious as to when someone called for a public hearing,
whether these gentlemen had any idea on what the requirement is.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay, can you be more specific? Who, what gentlemen are you
referring to? The Chair ...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Well, my question-if I may, being that you asked the
question. Maybe I should ask Mr. Moto the question. What is the requirement once
someone calls for a public hearing because it was not SpecifIC? What are the
minimum requirements? That it be held where? Because the Chair prefaced the fact
that we would not have enough time. So, obviously, maybe, Mr. Chairman, you need
to qualify and tell us what you had in mind because of your statement, whether one
public hearing, two hearings. What was it?
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Okay. The request of one of the members, and perhaps I got
ahead of myself, so I will verify with the other two members who provided written
request for a public, public hearing. Councilmember Hokama, first of all, requested
that public hearings take place in the agricultural districts that will be impacted by this
bill. And we have written requests from Member Molina and Member Carroll. So,
one at a time. If you, each of you, the three of you who are making the request, have
a specific request for districts to be held in the, in affected areas, and I'll start with
Member Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Chairman. This, this mor-I would say this
morning, this afternoon, previous meetings, I think we've heard enough about,
particularly those up in Kula, we already have people like from a representative from
Ulupalakua Ranch having questions. We had documentation from Mr. Warren
Watanabe, Maui Farm Bureau. So, I would think Upcountry would be a logical place.
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I, I know the requirement is "a public hearing," so that is one. But I do believe that
Members of this Council have concern about what is happening In West Maui, so that
might be a reasonable, another location for a public hearing, as well as agricultural
subdivision approvals for approval in Wailuku district. So maybe that would be
another appropriate district to hold a public hearing because these are areas that
have projects that some Members have stated are a concern, and that is why
proposed legislation such this is being developed. So, that would be at least the
minimum. I think, you know, Mr. Vanderbilt. during the recess, said, "What? You
guys willing to come to Molokai?" I would say they have a large land of agricultural
deSignation. That's a fair request for people of Molokal to ask, and I would be happy
to go over to Molokai. And Lanai, we have majority of our acreage under agriculture.
And, so, if the people of Lanai ask me, I will forward that request and say we need to
go to Lanai, too.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Councilmember Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I ooncur with what was said
eariler by Council member Hokama, and I appreciate him mentioning Molokal and
Lanai, as well. And I find it ironic that this issue of public hearings come up.
Because yesterday in Planning Committee, we had a couple of our members say it's
important for us to go out into the community and reach out to them. Many people,
as was stated yesterday, cannot come to the meetings during the daytima. Not all
people watch Akaku. So, this is another opportunity for this body to be open and
reach out to the people whenever we have sensitive matters like this. And, as aU of
us can recall, eariier in the year, three Councilmembers called for a public hearing
related to the Makena issue. And, in, in somewhat of a similar fashion, and this matthat matter went out directly to the affected oommunity. So, I think what we've done
here is proper. I mean, it's prudent. It's-we all have to make a, a, decisions that are
fully informed and get as much input from everybody out there-and I stress
"everybody." We were elected, again, to represent the concerns of all people, and to
hear all concerns. So, those are my comments, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Member Molina. Member Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. Those that would like to see this pass
today and go on to second reading on the 17th, they have valid concerns, valid
reasons, and I can understand their rationale. But even the most dedicated person
that would like to see this happen on the 17th, cannot ignore all of the people that
have come before us today and all of the questions that they have. We talk about
letting the sunshine in. Sometimes irs not convenient. It's hard, it's difficult, it's
expensive. But we don't just let the light shine on one thing and not another. There
are concerns that our people have out there, legitimate concerns, from farmers,
people that are directly involved and make their living, about agriculture, the people
that we are depending on. We're hanging our hat on their ability to run successful
agricultural operations and to make Maui more independent They have concerns;
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we need to go back and hear them. Time consuming-maybe things will happen
between now and then before we can get this passed, very possible. But that is no
reason not to go out to these public hearings. !fs necessary. And if we are going to
be honest and truly represent the people that have elected us and even the people
that don't vote, the people of Maui County, we need to do this. I am not satisfied. I
have concems; they have concerns. Their concerns are mine. And I hope that we
can do this in a timely manner. I was just telling Council member Johnson that I am
going to do this as, on my part, whatever part I play in this, as quickly as possible;
and I'm sure that all the other members would like to see this come to a conclusion
and not be drawn out, but it needs to be done. And I would hope that no matter what
a person's feeling about getting this passed, that they would support these public
hearings, as many as is necessary and wherever is necessary. Thank you.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Member Carroll. My question to you would be,
Members Hokarna and Molina have concurred with the recommendations for public
hearings in the Upcountry area, Molokai, West Maul, Wailuku-which would be here
in the chamber, and the island of Lanai. Are there any other areas that you would
want considered?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Yes, Hana.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Okay. So, to answer your question, Mr. Nishlkl, we
have six areas that are being requested to have a public hearing to hear the people
who will be directly impacted by the movement of this bin. Mr. Nishiki, you have the
floor.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, thank you so much for allowlng me to speak. And I, I
want to bring my cause for concem in regards to those sitting Members when
Mr. Kaho'ohalahala dealt with this concem. And I want to tell you that we did go to
Lanai; we did go to Molokai; we did go to Hana. And I think that even Mr. Carroll, as
a sitting Chairman of the Planning Commission, partook in these meetings In regards
to the bill. What came out of these meetings, we have, and I know that many of you
can go and review the record, I now say to the three of you, to all of us, because I
think that, not to put down any other sitting Council, that there is a lot of integrity in
this Council. You know the bill; I know the bUI. I've discussed this, and Mr. Carroll
has had a group of people that were concemed about agriculture, and this committee
was formed. And I only have to say that in this bill that is being proposed today, and
you need to examine it and really search deep in your heart because I trust all of you
have integrity and intelligence, that this bill does not affect our agriculture community.
This bill will not affect any farmer that really wants to farm. This bill merely is asking,
and I find it ironiC, I really find it ironic, and I had to Chuckle to myself today when I
said to the newly elected Mayor Arakawa, that, you know, it's so ironic that thosewell, two, I guess, because Mr. Carroll was absent from the meeting-but those that
voted against this bill, and it is asking for a public hearing, I find it so ironic that now
you want a public hearing. I think just as much as you want a public hearing and I
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support you, shouldn't the community also have that opportunity to have a public
hearing in a agriculture situation like this? And I would hope that those of you that
are supporting the public hearing, which I do, will support passage of first reading
today and move this bill on. As I said, I find it so ironic that you would want a public
hearing, and this bill is asking the same thing for the community of ours; that they be
afforded the same thing just as you, an elected official is asking for, on behalf of the
community. So, let's do It. Let's go out to public hearing. As I said, as much as it is
a duplication of what former Councilperson Kaho'ohalahala did, whatever your
wishes are, let's be sincere about going to this public hearing. Finally, as I speak to
support this bill on first reading, it is merely, and, please, again, read the bill because
I trust your integrity. It is merely a bill that would afford those of us in this community
that want to have a say on development in areas that they now do not have a say in,
and passage of this bill would allow that to occur. Mr. Carroll talked about opening
the sunshine. What a beautiful day today. And I wish I could be out in the sunshine
and surfing, but I'm not. I'm here to do the work for the people. If that statement is
really a statement of sincerity about opening the sunshine, then we need to pass this
bill today because that is exactly what we're doing where the sun wasn't shining for
many people in this community. They had actually no say when any agricultural
subdivision passed through the Maui County. Only the Administration and the
developer were there to make this decision. So, if, through the integrity and through
sincerity, and through truly opening the sunshine, just as you are asking for a public
hearing, you want to see this community have the same, then let's truly be the voice
of this community; the islands of Molokai, Lanai; the area far away as Hana. That's
what this bill is all about, nothing more. And, so, I would hope to see a unanimous
vote, just as I support the public hearing, by giving the people now an opportunity to
have a public hearing on the agricultural bill. And I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for
allowing me this time. This is something that, despite it's after the election, and one
lady was concerned, "How come you guys are doing this after the election after all of
you sit here? Is this is such a hot topic?" I hope it's not a hot topic for any of us.
And I hope we won't play political games. And I hope that we will, as you stated,
support all of us here in Maui County to have a say whenever some sort of
development comes in. Right now, it is void when it comes to an agricultural
subdivision coming into a community. And, with this, I end. Thank you so much for
your ears. I hope I've penetrated your hearts. I hope I've communicated through
intelligent decision-making, and now I pray for a unanimous ·yes· vote. Thank you.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Further discussion on the matter? Council member
Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I'll just make my comments brief because most everything
has already been said. One of the most important things I think that we do when we
involve the public in the whole process and invite them to give comment is that what
they know about the bill allows them to give testimony that's meaningful to us. It
means that we have to, based on some of the testimony heard today which clear1y
doesn't even reflect elements that are in the bill, and, and reflects, perhaps,
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misunderstanding about the agricultural zoning ordinance as opposed to the
subdivision bill, I hope that we can disseminate information to the general public prior
to the hearings and correct some of this misinformation and misconception that is
obviously out in the general public, so that what they give us back through having
public hearings is able to meaningfully interact with the bill and make it better, if that's
the goal. Sometimes, people just come forward and they just want to vent their
concems, that's wonderful, too, because I think that they need that forum in which to
do that. But I personally think that when you do viewpoints, and I do appreciate
Mr. Nishiki sending a viewpoint. I appreciate things that our Mayor-elect Arakawa
has come out with in different programs. But I think as legislators and as officers, it's
also incumbent upon us to educate the public about what it is that we're doing so
they have a better understanding. Because in their education, in their understanding
of what we're doing, it takes the fear element out of it. And what I hear from some of
the testiflers is fear, but their fear is based on misconceptions that they have about
what we're putting forward. So, I would invite every one of the Councilmembers,
anyone that wants to, as Mr. Carroll put it, let the sunshine in, serve as educators
also about what we are trying to achieve and the goals. And if they have, and some
of the testiflers said they saw no problems, I would be happy to share with any of
those testifiers the numerous letters and e-mails that I have received expreSSing
concems about what is taking place in our County. So, I thank everyone for their
input. I thank Mr. Carroll for taking the time to do the ad hoc committee, also for the
meaningful input on the part of the partiCipants in that committee; and I thank also
Mr. Arakawa and Mr. Nishiki for coming up with the amendments that they have. And
I'm in full support of this. And I only wish that we would be able to actually condude
this on the 17th; but, you know, in the spirit of open govemment, I also believe that if
three members can for a public hearing, they believe it's appropriate, I would certainly
honor that. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Further discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Council member Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you. I'll be speaking in support of the motion as
amended on the floor. One thing I do want to say, though, Chairman, is that there's
many ways to approach what, what many of us believe to be a systematic problem
with so-called agricultural subdivisions. But I think my colleague from Upcountry was
very astute in her words this aftemoon that there's more than one way to approach it,
and there's more than one chapter that will be involved in us approaching it. And, so,
I would say that while we look at this specific legislation which deal with title or
Chapter 18, the subdivision portion, Chairman, again, I, I will, it was always my
position that I didn't believe it was the right route that could achieve at least half of
the corrections that many of us will be working toward to eliminate the concems
regarding agricultural subdivisions. I think there's another big chapter, which is 19.
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And, again, Chairman, the key to good legislation is that, hopefully, what we end up
with to pass on second and final reading in our very near future, is to have
agricultural subdivisions that go through the process, receive final approval, that will
continue to advocate for, enhance, and create additional future agricultural activity
and jobs, and pro-and provide the impetus to have our agriculture people, farmers,
flower growers, whoever they be, to be as successful as possible under an
environment that creates that kind of positive action, Chairman. I think what we need
to really look at, Members, to be quite honest, is to look at the type of legislation that
will correct the so-called deficiencies or problems with agricultural subdivisions,
Chairman. And I will conclude shortly because I'm going to talk about 19. But, if
we're serious, Chairman, then we should be looking at legislation that supports
HRS 205, and we should be looking at legislation that says, "You cannot have
CC&R's or conditions that disallow permitted uses under agriculture." If I want to
grow pigs-raise pigs in an agricultural subdivision as a permitted use, I should be
able to do pigs, and not be under restricted covenants that I only can grow a, a fruit
tree or, or grassing, or plant materials. If I want to grow chickens and they want to
crow all night, I'm on ag land, so be it. If that's the way we're going to help to preperpreserve agricultural activities, then we need to allow permitted uses to be done on
properly zoned agricultural lands. And if you don't want those kind of neighbors and
you don't want, then don't go into agricultural subdivisions because it is permitted,
and that's what we supposedly are trying to maintain or even enhance. So, please,
Members, I think this is one way that we can approach It. I think we can do even
better legislation, but we need to look at the other impacted chapters that will affect
us to do a good job for Maui agriculture's future. Thank you.
ACTING CHAIR KANE:
Okay, thank you, Member Hokama.
Council member Arakawa.

Further discussion?

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. This has been very interesting
working through some of the ag bills and working through some of the conditions that
we're looking at. It's also been an, an, an adventure trying to keep everyone from
panicking every time we discuss anything about agriculture and land use, because
land use happens to be a very touchy subject for a lot of reasons. Some people who
want to do active agriculture see this a way they have to protect the land. Some
people that want to do subdivisions and want to do housing see that this is a, a, a
direction they want to go. Some people that want to look at just about anything
having to do with open space and conservation and all these other practices, it's a
very touchy area. We've been working slowly to try and direct the County programs
and the County policies. This is just another step along the way. There is no
question in my mind when we looked at the ad hoc committee, that agriculture is an
area that we really need to emphasize strongly, we really need to have a change in
how we're going to be working with the properties in the future. Because, Maui
County, you know, we're three islands that are occupied and a fourth island that is
not; and agriculture is very critical in a lot of the way we perceive our lifestyle needs
to be protected. This particular issue that we're looking at is, again, public review.
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Upcoming in our, in January when we start our administration, we're going to have
two people that are going to be specifically working out of my office to be dealing with
agricu"ure and to be pointing people into trying to make some sense out of what
we're going to be doing with the ag industry, what the directions are, what kind of
programs we need. And we're also going to have to work very hard with the Council
on legislation to make sure that we redirect the focus of what we're trying to do in the
area of agricu"ure. That being said, I'm very glad that we're at this point, at least in a
port'lOn of this bill. Because the way the process is set up, it takes a very long time to
work any segment of agricu"ural language and, and laws through the system. And
it's been very frustrating for those of us that want to try and clearly define our goals in
agricu"ure, and clearly define where we want to go because there are so many
diverse opinions in this area that need to be addressed. And there are so many
lawyers that are involved in the whole thing. Along the way, we have to worry about
how we're going through the process, how we're going to be able to create the, the
desirability of, that everybody wants, and for all different reasons. I want to commend
everyone for having the patience to try and work some of this stuff through slowly.
Every time we've touched one of these things, we've always come to a conclusion
when we're making a vote how we haven't spent enough time to develop the whole
thing out. Well, the fact of the matter is we haven't spent enough time to do the
complete project because it's going to take many years to do it because of the
process. But we need to be able to take bites at this, step at a time, and then adjust
And I want to thank, again, all of the public that have been to our Committee
meetings, those of you that have spent the time to pay attention to what is going on.
And for those that have not in the past, we need to spend more time on discussion
when we're having the meetings in the public. We're going for a community review,
now a public hearing process. Hopefully, this will be much more productive than the
last time we had public review and when we were going out to the various
communities to try and talk about the ag bill. You know, in some areas,
Mr. Chairman, we had no one show up for our meetings when we were discussing
the ag bill and the ramifications; some areas, we had two or three people. But, no
place did we have an overwhelming crowd to discuss the nuts and bo"s. And, that,
when we come to this level when we're finally making decisions, then we have
people coming out of the woodwork to say, "'IVe haven't had the proper hearing," and
they weren't notified. The process has to change. People need to get involved in the
process in the early stages when we're going around and trying to get all that input.
So, I'm going to ask all of you to support this measure. Let's get this part at least on
the road, and we'll have many more opportunities to discuss the other aspects of
agriculture that have not been discussed and debated at this point. But let's not wait
until the last minute, you know, the eleventh hour, to be coming out and trying to
make all the changes and to make objections when we have all the time at the, at the
Committee level to be able to have the discussion and the input. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Member Arakawa. Is there any further discussion?
Councilmember Molina.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chairman. First of all, I'd like to extend
my appreciation to my fellow colleagues who support going out and having these
public hearings, aside from myself and Mr. Hokama and Mr. Carroll. I appreciate the
comments made by those who want to open them, open ourselves up to the public to
hear everyone's concerns. There's an old saying, 'When in doubt, you vote no." And
for all intents and purposes, what transpired here today may end up working out best
for the people of the County of Maul, but I want to be sure that I hear from as many
people as possible, and that's the purpose of having these public hearings in the
communities where this ordinance will have its impact. So, that's just my take on it,
Mr. Chair. And if I can be convinced there's enough substantial evidence to convince
me to go the other way, then so be it. But, at this time, for today, I wUI not be
supporting it untU after I've gotten all the input that I can from all the various public
hearings that we will be going out to, whether it be this month or, you know, earty
next year. That is my hope that we can get all these public hearings out of the way
so we can at least reach some kind of conclusion at second reading, assuming, of
course, today, this passes out on first reading, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Member Molina. Is there any further discussion
because the Chair will not recognize you once I finish my comments? Okay, hearing
none, the Chair'S comments, the Chair will not be supporting this bill as amended for
several reasons, but I will highlight just a couple. First, one of the amendments that
was passed, which I did vote no in the lone no vote, sitting in this chair and being a
part of the scheduling with the OffIce of CouncU Services and the County Clerk, you
start to realize the magnitude of demands that are imposed on not only the members
and the time that they sit here to deliberate issues, but also the people behind the
scenes who are dealing with the scheduling, the minutes, and all the work, all the
other work that's done. Ninety days is going to be a monumental task to achieve.
And many of you, I hope, did not forget the discussion that we had which was a
significant portion of that meeting in the Land Use Committee, that we went from
sixty, to ninety, to one-twenty, to one-eighty, in a matter of, I believe we took over an
hour to have that discussion. And then in one fell swoop, we ended up right back at
ninety for the sake of passing it. And, unfortunately, the Chair'S cynical attitude on
this one, on this point, is that Member Carroll had this proposed in his, in his County
Communication as a proposal. And it's ironic that Member Arakawa brought this
forward and in his statement claimed that it was his amendment, and it wasn't. It's a
mirror of what Member Ara, ah, Member Carroll had for proposal as a committee,
County Communication. Strategy works in mysterious ways just to make things
work, to move things forward. And it's unfortunate that all the discussion and the
time and energy that was taken back then has now been ignored. The other issue
that I find interesting is a point thafs in the bill that I, that I have a particular interest
in, in Section C of 18.49.040, on the public, Public review process: "All existing
applications for agricultural subdivisions that have not yet received final subdivision
approval pursuant to section 18.12.080, except or those exempted in
section 18.49.030, shall be transmitted to the council for public review in accordance
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with subsection (8)." As I stated atthe Committee level. the issue I found ironic was
that three of the members that are sitting in this room today were the very ones who
exempted many people that are also sitting in this audience and who live in the same
communities as the people in this audience, exempted those people from a type of
review that they are now imposing. And, yet, in one fell swoop, here we are
betraying those people who you-they put their trust in you. You exempted them and
here you are four years later. talking about putting 'em back through a process after
some people even came up here and described the degree at which they're at in their
process in a phase three, already sold their house, are paying over 52,000 rent, and
now are going to be subjected to a process for an additional ninety days, so they will
be paying an additional several thousands of dollars, not to mention whatever costa
that are there. So, they're going to be adversely impacted by this bRI. And, yet,
those people who passed and gave people like those people exemptions four years
ago-and the minutes are very clear on the members who dkl it-now it's
180 degrees. And, so, we talk about trust in govemment, and I faM to recognize how
people can trust somebody who turns 180 degrees without justifying their actions.
The final comment I'd like to make is that I think this particular bill, and I believe it,
does overstep the bounds of the separation of the legislative branch and the
administrative branch of government because the reality is that this particular bill has
no teeth. It is hollow because no matter what people think who are ardently
supporting this bill and advocating for this bill and the public who think that their voice
will be heard, the reality Is, is that the decision of the Public Works Director Is based
on law. Irs based on the law, and as long as the law is complied with, unless the
people who are out there in this public hearing have relevant information that point
out that there is some sort of circumvention of law or some sort of law that has been
broken, their comments will not be relevant to the decision-making authority of the
Public Works Director because his job is to be impartial and to look at the law to base
his decision on a subdivision approval process. And, unfortunately, some of the zeal
that has been presented by people have led us astray from that fact, that, in fact, the
people will have a big voice in this. Well, unless, again, you are going to point out
something that's outside of the bounds of the law, then your voice wUI be just that
You will just have a voice and you'l be heard; but, I can, I can assure you that, that
decision will not be based on a voice that has irrelevant information to the, the final
decision-making authority of that Director. So, with that, those are just a few of the
issues I have if this bill does pass, and it, and it seems apparent that it will. I, I intend
to present more information and provide my, my comments after the, the completion
of the public hearing process, and I will go from there. And for those of you who are
voting in support, I ask you to consider some of the issues that you are placing on the
people of Maui County; and that if you are truly genuine in your, in your strive
towards making Maui County a better place, then I ask you to reconsider these
issues that have been pointed out by the public, not by myself. but by many members
of the public that had realistic, legitimate concems that none of us have addressed.
Member Tavares stated very clearly that. that ad hoc committee had nothing to do
with what's before us today and. yet, two other members praised that ad hoc
committee for the work that they did for this. Well, the point, the, the truth of the
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matter is that ad hoc committee decided not to do their work which they were
aSSigned to go, and instead took the time to try and ftgure out how were they going to
deal with this. They were forced into it, and they had to really corne together in a
rushed situation. And, from what I've been told, the meetings got kind a hectic at
times, and that's no way to be policymakers in trying to achieve sound lawmaking.
So, here we are. Calling for the question, Members, all in favor say "aye."
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS ARAKAWA, CARROLL, JOHNSON,
MOLINA, NISHIKI, AND TAVARES.

ACTING CHAIR KANE: Opposed?
NOES:
EXCUSED:

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA AND ACTING CHAIR KANE.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO.

ACTING CHAIR KANE: Let the record show there are two "noes· and six "ayes,· the
motion passes. It will be ordered-passed on first reading, ordered to print, and we
will be bringing It back for second and final readirtg once we have completed the
publicCOUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Hearlrtgs.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA; Hearlrtgs.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Public hearlrtgs.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: -public hearlrtg process. The word "hearing" left me.
hearing process. Thank you, Members. Clerk, let's move on.·

Public

COUNTY CLERK: For the record, that was BILL NO. 76.
ACTING CHAIR KANE: Thank you.
COMMITTEE REPORT
NO.
02-185

- LAND USE COMMITTEE:

Recommending the following:
1.

That BILL NO. 77 (2002), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO
AMEND THE PAIA-HAIKU COMMUNITY PLAN AND LAND USE MAP FROM
SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL TO BUSINESS/COMMERCIAL, FOR
PROPERTY SITUATED AT 109 BALDWIN AVENUE, LOWER PAIA,
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February 13, 2003
TO:

Jo Anne Johnson
Council Member

FROM:

Brian T. Moto
Corporation Counsel

SUBJECT:

Request for Legal Opinion Relating to Section 4-2(3) of
the Revised Charter of the County of Maui (1983), As
Amended

Introduction.
The purpose of this memorandum is to respond to your
memorandum, dated January 28, 2003, requesting legal advice
concerning Section 4-2(3) of the Revised Charter of the County of
Maui
(1983), as amended ("Charter").
In particular,
this
memorandum provides responses to questions generally pertaining to
the Council meeting of December 6, 2002, at which three members of
the Council requested a public hearing on Bill No. 76 (2002)
pursuant to Charter Section 4-2(3).
Our discussion is organized in accordance with the order of
the questions posed.
Ouestions Posed and Responses.
1.

Doe. Section '-2(3) allow for more than one public hearing?

Charter Section 4-2(3) states:
3. Upon the request of three members of the council, a
public hearing shall be held on any proposed ordinance or
resolution.
As discussed in a memorandum dated December 17, 2001 to
Patrick S. Kawano, Council Chair, a copy of which is attached as
Exhibit "A" hereto, Section 4-2(3) has its origins in the first
Charter of the County of Maui adopted in the election of 1967. In
that memorandum we observed that the wording of Section 4-2(3) has
2003-01
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remained unchanged over the yearsl and that Section 4-2(3)
antedates the enactment of Chapter 92, Hawaii Revised Statutes (the
Hawaii Sunshine Law), which means that Section 4-2(3) was adopted
at a time when it was not consistent and required practice, as it
is now, to permit interested persons to present written or oral
testimony on any Council agenda item, including items relating to
proposed ordinances.' We opined that there is no indication in the
records or reports of the early charter commissions that Section 42(3) was intended to do more than provide for the possibility of a
full airing and discussion of the matters addressed in a bil1. 3 We
opined that Section 4-2(3) refers to "a" public hearing and not to
public hearings, and that there is no evidence that Section 4-2(3)
was intended to allow any three members (i.e., a number less than
a majority) to defeat a bill by interposing multiple requests for
public hearings.' Further, in a footnote to that discussion, we
noted that Section 4-2 (3) is irrelevant in those circumstances
where, for example, a majority of Council members vote to hold a
public hearing on a bill. 5
Accordingly, we believe that where, pursuant to Charter
Section 4-2(3), three Council members request a public hearing,
Section 4-2(3) is satisfied by the convening of a (i.e., one)
public hearing. Section 4-2(3) does not prohibit the Council from
convening other public hearings; rather, it requires that one be
convened at some point in fulfillment of the request made by three
members. 6

'Memor andum to Patrick S. Kawano, Council Chair, Op.
(Dec. 17, 2001) , at 2.

01-02,

'Id. at 2-3.
'Id. at 6.
'Id. at 6 .
sId. at 6, n.12.

"AS discussed in the memorandum to Council Chair Kawano, we
are of the opinion that a Section 4-2(3) public hearing should be
convened prior to second and final reading. Memorandum to Patrick
S. Kawano, Council Chair, Op. 01-02, (Dec. 17, 2001), at 4.
2003-01
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ODder what authority i. the Chair peraitte4 to expand .eotion
'-2.3 of the Charter?

In accordance with the discussion above, we are of the view
that, to the extent any other public hearings on a bill are
convened by Council, such hearings are not hearings convened
pursuant to Section 4-2(3), but are convened, if at all, pursuant
to rule, order, or action of the Councilor its Chair.
Such
additional hearings do not fall within the ambit of Section 4-2(3)
and, therefore, do not literally constitute an • expansion· of
Section 4-2 (3) but are the outcome of the operation of another
rule, order, or action.
3.

Xf exp&D8ion of the afor_tione4 Charter provi.ion i.
perai •• ible, i. a O0D8eD8U. of the body required or a vote of
a majority of the Counoil?

As discussed above, public hearings in addition to a Section
4-2(3) public hearing are possible, provided that some ruling or
action of the Council and/or its Chair' has occurred. Such action
may, and typically does, take the form of a formal vote on a motion
or may take the form of the adoption of an action ~ unanimous (or,
as it is sometimes also called, general) consent.

7§4(A) (10), Rules of the Council (·It shall be the duty of the
Chair in addition to those duties prescribed by law or by these
rules of the Council: '" 10. To make known all rules of order when
so requested, and to decide all questions of order and procedure
subject to appeal to the Council·).
8§15,
Rules
of
the
Council,
states:
• The
rules
of
parliamentary practice set forth in Robert's Rules of Order, Newly
Revised, shall govern Council and committee meetings in all cases
in which they are not inconsistent with law, or the rules of the
Council and its committees.· See Robert's Rules of Order Newly
Revised §4 (10 th ed. 2000), at 51-53 (·Adoption of a Motion or
Action
Without
a
Motion,
by
Unanimous
(or
General)
Consent") (stating,
in part:
• 'unanimous consent'
does not
necessarily imply that every member is in favor of the proposed
action; it may only mean that the opposition, feeling that it is
useless to oppose or discuss the matter, simply acquiesces.·).
2003-01
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Becau.e a con.enau. of the full
actioD that appear. to go beyoDd
legal option. ue available to
order to cOlllPly with the Charter
.cope of our authority?

COUDCil _ . not .ought in an
our charter provi.ion., what
the COUDCil at thi. time in
aDd to avoid going beyoDd the

As discussed on various occasions in past, the interpretation
and application of the rules and order of business of the Council
are generally matters within the purview of the Council and its
Chair, and not matters upon which Corporation Counsel normally
opines.' Council's internal rules of procedure have no force of
law10 and, unless there has been a violation of statutory or other
requirements (that is, requirements other than those set forth in
Council's rules), a court is unlikely to void or otherwise
invalidate an action of a le~islative body based on any alleged
violation of internal rules. 1
In this case, we are unable to
identify any Charter provision, statute, or ordinance that would be
violated by the convening of public hearings in addition to the
Section 4-2(3) public hearing to be convened in response to the
request of three members.
For informational purposes, we note that we have obtained and
reviewed a copy of a portion of a draft transcript ("Transcript")
of the Council meeting of December 6, 2002 (attached hereto as
Exhibit "B").
Based on the Transcript, we observe that, in the
course of a long discussion on Bill No. 76 (2002), several members 12
requested that public hearings occur in different regions of the
County.
It appears that the discussion ended with other members

'Charter §3-5(3) states: "The council shall determine its own
rules and order of business and shall provide for keeping a public
journal of its proceedings."
10 See Bremner y.
Ci ty & COunty of Honolulu, 96 Hawai' i 13 4
(App. 2001), at 146 (stating that "lilt would seem incongruous in
this case that the City Council's internal rules of procedure,
having no force of law, could occasion judicial invalidation.");
See also Charter §4-1 ("Actions of the Council. Every legislative
act of the council shall be by ordinance, unless otherwise provided
for herein.
Other acts of the council may be by resolution.").
The Rules of the Council were adopted by the Council of the County
of Maui pursuant to Resolution No. 03-3.

llBremner v. City
(App. 2001).

&

County of Honolulu,

96 Hawa!' i

134, 146

"Transcript at 117 (Hokama), 120 (Molina), 120-21 (Carroll).
2003-01
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indicating their understanding that such hearings were anticipated
and with the Chair ordering that the Bill be printed and brought
back for second and final reading after completion of the 'public
hearing process. ,13
The Transcript does not indicate that any
formal motions on the subject of the additional public hearings
were made or that any explicit objections to such additional
hearings were voiced. Further, no appeals to the Council regarding
order or procedure were made u and,
to our knowledge and
information, no motions for reconsideration'S or to rescind16 were
or have since been made.
5.

When an agenda i t _ (n_ly Bill Il10. 76 (2002) that _ . laid
on the Cl.rk'. d •• k) pe•••• fir.t r_ding and become. the
property of the legi.lative body, or in thi. ·ca•• the Council,
i.n't the parmi •• ion of tha body required in ord.r to r..av.
it fram an agenda under ·Unfini.hed au.in••• ·?

As discussed above, the interpretation and application of the
rules and order of business of the Council are generally matters
within the purview of the Council and its Chair.
For informational purposes, we observe that, under rules of
parliamentary procedure, inclusion of a deferred or postponed item
within a meeting agenda depends upon, among other things, whether
the deferral or postponement was to a certain time (for example,
until a date certain or until after a certain event) or was to a
13, ACTING CHAIR KANE: Let the record show there are two 'noes'
and six 'ayes,' the motion passes. It will be ordered--passed on
first reading, ordered to print, and we will be bringing it back
for second and final reading once we have completed the public'
COUNCIL MEMBER TAVARES: Hearings.
COUNCIL MEMBER ARAKAWA: Hearings.
COUNCIL MEMBER HOKAMA:
Public hearings.
ACTING CHAIR KANE:
--public hearing process.
The word
'hearing' left me. Public hearing process.
Thank you, Members.
Clerk, let's move on.' Transcript, at 128.

USee Robert's
2000) ("Appeal") .

Rules

of Order Newly Revised §24

(loth

ed.

of Order Newly Revised

§37

(loth

ed.

'·See Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised §35
2000) ("Rescind; Amend Something Previously Adopted').

(loth

ed.

lSSee Robert's Rules
2000) ('Reconsider").
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Jo Anne Johnson
Council Member
February 13, 2003

time indefinite.
In the case of deferral or postponement to a
certain time', it appears that the item would not necessarily be
included on an agenda until the date specified or until after the
specified event." In the case of a deferral or postponement to
a time indefinite, it appears that the item would be included on a
subsequent agenda under unfinished business. 1 !

cc:

Dain P.
Alan M.
Michael
Gilbert

Kane, Council Chair
Arakawa, Mayor
Foley, Planning Director
S. Coloma-Agaran, Director, DPWEM

s:\ALL\BTM\JOAnneJohnson.memo.3:manpublichearing.wpd

"See Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised §14
2000) ("Postpone to a Certain Time (or Definitely)").

(loth

ed.

18 See Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised §§17, 41 (loth ed.
2000) ("Lay on the Table"; "Order of Business; Orders of the Day;
Agenda or Program").
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